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We describe how, during the 17th century, the business corporation gradually

emerged in response to the need to lock in long-term capital to profit from trade

opportunities with Asia. Since contractual commitments to lock in capital were

not fully enforceable in partnerships, this evolution required a legal innovation,

essentially granting the corporation a property right over capital. Locked-in cap-

ital exposed investors to a significant loss of control, and could only emerge

where and when political institutions limited the risk of expropriation. The Dutch

East India Company (VOC, chartered in 1602) benefited from the restrained

executive power of the Dutch Republic and was the first business corporation

with permanent capital. The English East India Company (EIC, chartered in

1600) kept the traditional cycle of liquidation and refinancing until, in 1657,
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the English Civil War put the crown under strong parliamentary control. We show

how the time advantage in the organizational form had a profound effect on the

ability of the two companies to make long-term investments and consequently

on their relative performance, ensuring a Dutch head start in Asian trade that

persisted for two centuries. We also show how other features of the corporate

form emerged progressively once the capital became permanent. (JEL: G30,

K22, N24).

1. Introduction

The world’s biggest and most powerful firms are corporations. A corpor-
ation is a firm with special legal attributes that make it capable of owning
property, entering into contracts, and standing in court independently of
its owners. The corporate form was originally established for public
bodies and public utilities, such as a municipality or a monastery. We
focus here on the emergence of business corporations; from a legal
theory perspective, we show how a public law notion migrated to private
law.

The corporation has long been regarded as a nexus of contracts, with
corporate law as a menu of default contractual arrangements (Jensen and
Meckling 1976: 310–11; Easterbrook and Fischel 1991). This approach
gives the law an accessory role, neglecting the “significance of the alloca-
tion of property rights to [productive] assets for the governance of the
enterprise” (Armour and Whincop 2007: 431).

The economic theory of the firm (Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart and
Moore 1990) recognizes ownership as a way to allocate residual control
rights over firm assets. Still, it does not explain whether these assets should
be owned by real persons or by a fictitious legal person, i.e. the corpor-
ation. This leaves open some important questions. What is the role of the
law in providing a firm with corporate status, and why could private
contracts not replicate that? How exactly did the legal innovations neces-
sary for the corporate form emerge?

The recent theory of legal entities (Hansmann and Kraakman 2000a;
Hansmann et al. 2006) has clarified that the law is essential in providing
the corporation with distinct property rights and, in particular, a dedi-
cated pool of assets shielded from the shareholders’ personal creditors.
Importantly for our analysis, corporate assets are shielded also from the
owners: by joining a corporation investors wave the right to unilaterally
withdraw their capital.1 Through the corporate form the law provides a
way for investors to commit capital for the long term, often indefinitely, to

1. Note that the sale of shares does not amount to a withdrawal, since the capital remains

locked in the corporation, only the identity of one of the owners change. As Hansmann et al.

(2006: 1338) clarify, withdrawal from a corporation is only possible following a decision by a

majority or supermajority of the shareholders.
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a business venture. Partnerships do not offer the same level of commit-
ment (see Blair 2003).2

In this article, we explain the historical emergence of the permanent
commitment of capital, a critical step in the emergence of the corporate

form that also creates agency problems in corporate governance.
Traditionally, individual investors could control their investment by
their right to withdraw at will, limiting the discretion of active partners.
This right had to be surrendered in order for the firm to pursue a long-

term strategy and grow to its modern scale (on the link between long-term
investment and lock-in see also Lamoreaux and Rosenthal 2006).

Historically, production and trade did not require much long-term in-
vestment. A partnership of family and friends could supply enough cap-
ital. The Florentine banking businesses of the 14th and 15th century were
run by families, such as the Bardi, the Peruzzi and the Medici (Hunt and

Murray 1999). However, the onset of the long-distance trade during the
16th and 17th century demanded an escalation in size and risk-bearing
capacity, requiring capital from many investors beyond the safety of fa-
miliar circles. This created a twin problem: how to establish a long-term

capital commitment in the business, and how to control the risk of its
expropriation, both private and public.

Traditional Roman partnership law adhered strictly to the principle of
exit at will, which gave each individual partner the right to force the
liquidation of the partnership. This principle prevented parties from cred-

ibly agreeing to remain in a partnership for the long term: lock-in con-
tracts were not fully enforceable in court. Overcoming this limitation
required a legal innovation, not merely a contractual one. Only the law
could grant capital permanence to private corporations, extending a priv-

ilege until then enjoyed by public corporations such as townships, mon-
asteries, and hospitals.

Capital lock-in, however, exposes owners to new risks associated with a
permanent loss of control. The risk of private expropriation introduced
the modern corporate governance problem, related to managerial ac-
countability. Yet public expropriation was at the time a greater risk, as

most European countries were ruled by absolute monarchs. Private
owners were understandably reluctant to lock in capital to invest in
assets such as ships and forts that could be diverted to military purposes,
or exposed to the loss of monopoly rights. Our conclusion is that we

observe the emergence of the corporate form only where and when the
risk of public expropriation was relatively low due to a country’s suitable
political institutions. Indeed, in the most autocratic countries (such as
Spain or Portugal), colonial trade was organized as a royal monopoly.

2. Under current American law, for instance, the commitment not to withdraw capital

from a partnership is enforceable only if it is stipulated for a limited period of time

(Hansmann et al. 2006: 1393). See also Stout (2005) and Schwartz (2012) for further analyses

of the implications of lock-in.
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The historical evidence on the chartering of the Dutch East India

Company, the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC), in 1602 in

Amsterdam, supports this interpretation. England chartered its East

India Company (EIC) two years earlier, in 1600. Both companies were

motivated by the prospects of high gains from trade with Asia. Newly

discovered intercontinental routes pioneered by the Portuguese made it

possible to bypass the middlemen operating along the land routes to the

Far East that had been used for centuries. The prospective gains were

unprecedented. At the same time, the need to establish a safe route against

competing powers required exceptional investments and risk bearing

capacity.
The two companies started with comparable capital but differed in an

important dimension: the VOC charter adopted a longer maturity for its

equity. This induced immediately another innovation, namely the free

transferability of shares to ensure liquidity for the locked-in capital. The

degree of capital commitment was made permanent within a decade, at a

critical juncture in the competition with the English company. The VOC

could thus outspend and outperform the EIC for decades. Though the

EIC board sought to emulate the Dutch, it succeeded only half a century

later, enough for the Dutch to pull ahead and seize the prize location for

the spice trade (Gaastra 2007). Figure 1 illustrates the dominance of the

Dutch graphically: they sent more ships to Asia than all other European

countries taken together. England, its closest competitor, totaled less than

half of the Dutch and started to close the gap only in the second half of the

century.
Capital lock-in broke dramatically with prior commercial practice and

the reigning traditional Roman law principles of exit at will. The first

Dutch and English voyages to Asia were organized as separate, individual

expeditions, investors committing their capital for one trip at a time. The

dissolution of the partnership upon return of the ships ensured a clear

division of the profits among partners, upon which a new partnership

could be established. The English EIC remained subject to this constraint

much longer, until the middle of the 17th century (Figure 2).
The different maturity of equity in the VOC and the EIC resulted in

measurable differences in their investment strategies in Asia. In particular,

the VOC rapidly built and maintained a large permanent Asian fleet and

invested heavily in forts and warehouses in Asia to establish trade routes

within Asia, overcoming the Portuguese and English competitors

(Parthesius 2010; Knaap et al. 2015). In stark contrast, the EIC kept a

much smaller permanent Asian contingent (Figure 3).3 Having a specia-

lized Asian fleet and a separate trading fleet allowed the VOC to operate

3. On the debate on the efficiency of the organizational model adopted by the early trading

companies of the 17th century see Jones and Ville (1996a and 1996b) and Carlos andNicholas

(1996).
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Figure 1. The number of Ships sent from Europe to Asia, 1600–1690.

Source: De Vries (2003).

Figure 2. Capital Structure of the VOC and the EIC.

Figure 3. The Number of Ships in the Asian Fleet 1600–1700.

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).
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faster return voyages between Europe and Asia (see below, Figure 12),
which contributed to its dominance.

The English had soon come to admire the Dutch model of locked-in

capital and reinvestment of earnings:4

“[I]t was the policy and wisdom of the Hollanders by this way
to advance the small stock which they raised at first to that

greatness which now it is, by forbearing divisions, which
course, if this Company observe, [the Governor] doubted not

to improve it for the good of the Company.” (Court Book,
XIV, 354, 20 June 1634)5

Indeed, the EIC took the VOC as a role model for commerce, empire
building, fortifications, and the use of religion in governing the Asian
territories until the VOC’s decline in the late 18th century. Yet, the EIC

failed to introduce capital lock-in until 1657 (Chaudhuri 1965: 223; Harris
2005a: 45). Why? Demsetz (1967) and North (1990) view institutional

change as a convergence of strong interests to take advantage of an eco-
nomic opportunity. The Portuguese and Spanish monarchies were the first

movers, establishing colonial trade under a royal charter, but in the early
1600s several European countries (France, Britain, the Netherlands,

Sweden, Denmark) moved to grant monopoly rights to trade companies.
So why did the corporate form arise first in the Dutch Republic, and was
not adopted elsewhere for decades?

The reason was the peculiar political economy of the Dutch Republic.

In 1581, the Low Countries had abjured their Habsburg ruler and subse-
quently established themselves as a republic with a federal structure and a

limited central power responsive to commercial interests. Since the risk of
expropriation by the government in the Dutch Republic was low, traders

were willing to commit their capital for the long term. In contrast, during
the first half of the 17th century, the English crown operated dictatorially

and largely free of parliamentary control. It was only following the Civil
War (1642–1648) that the power of the English crown with respect to war
and taxation was significantly limited. Consistently with this view, in 1657

the new EIC charter provided the company with permanent capital. The
Glorious Revolution (1688) cemented these political changes.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we examine the legal

components of the corporate form. We single out the legal innovations
that took place before the chartering of the VOC in 1602: the principle of

representation, weak entity shielding, limitedly tradable shares, and lim-
ited liability for passive shareholders. In Section 3, we show that capital
lock-in was a crucial turning point in the process of development of the

4. For the EIC, the VOC was a role model for commerce, empire building, fortifications,

and the use of religion in governing the Asian territories until the decline of the VOC in the

18th century (Stern 2011: 49, 60, 63, 72, 80, 86, 89, 94, 102, 103, 114, 117, 122, 128, 197).

5. Cited in Chaudhury (1965: 222).
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modern features of the corporation. The 1602 VOC charter established a

medium-term capital lock-in, which was enough to trigger immediately
strong entity shielding and full tradability of shares. In 1612 this commit-

ment became permanent. Full limited liability of managing shareholders
was added only in 1623. Importantly, this change occurred by contractual

choice—as there was no explicit statutory intervention—although it was

later upheld in court. In Section 4, we identify the political economy de-
terminants of this process by comparison with the EIC. We face serious

limitations in the data, as explained in the Appendix. Nevertheless, the

available data tell a compelling story about the more solid capital foun-
dations of the VOC, its ability to invest for the long term and, conse-

quently, its larger gains. In Section 5, we conclude. The Appendix also
contains additional graphs and data analysis.

2. The Components of the Corporate Form

2.1 Essential Features

The corporate form is a set of features that enable a company to have an

autonomous life independent of its investors (Macey 1999; Blair 2003 and
2013; Armour et al. 2009: 5–15), that is, to operate as a distinct legal

person:

1. Representation (agency) enables a principal to give an agent authority

to enter into contracts in his name so that, for example, if the agent

purchases a good from a seller, the property of the good and the li-
ability for the payment of the price accrue directly to the principal

rather than to the agent.
2. Entity shielding protects company assets from the personal creditors of

the owners. Absent entity shielding, company assets are just a jointly

owned pool of assets and hence can be freely seized by personal cred-

itors. Weak entity shielding only gives company creditors priority over
personal creditors on company assets, while strong entity shielding

also prevents personal creditors from liquidating the company.

Importantly, strong entity shielding also prevents individual owners
from withdrawing their capital and forcing the liquidation of the

company.6

3. Capital lock-in allows the company to retain its capital for the long
term. Absent lock-in, exit from a company is at will and hence each of

the partners can force the liquidation of the business.
4. Tradable shares enable individual owners to exit without withdrawing

any capital. Critically, ownership can be transferred without share-

holder approval.

6. A third form of entity shielding, complete entity shielding, places company assets en-

tirely out of the reach of personal creditors (Hansmann et al. 2006). It is a typical form for

trusts and non-profit corporations and hence not relevant for our analysis.
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5. Limited liability shields the owners’ personal assets from company

creditors.

Representation, while introducing some potential problems—the agent

might for instance misrepresent the scope of his authority to a third

party—makes business more expedient, especially when the principal is

a company rather than an individual.
Entity shielding and limited liability partition assets in two distinct sets:

company assets and personal assets of individual owners. Limited liability

protects the personal assets of the owners from company creditors. By

contrast, entity shielding protects company assets from personal creditors

of the owners. Restricting claims on company assets (entity shielding) has

been shown to be more important than restricting claims on the owners’

personal assets (limited liability) because it has a greater impact on the

ability of the company to borrow and continue operating. While weak

entity shielding only gives company creditors priority over personal cred-

itors on company assets, strong entity shielding adds a rule of liquidation

protection that extends to owners. Yet, liquidation protection is effective

only as long as the owners’ commitment to keep their capital locked in the

company is enforceable. When this commitment expires, the company

loses strong entity shielding; then, the owners and their personal creditors

can force the liquidation of the company.7 Entity shielding is a property

right, which requires the law and cannot be easily mimicked by contrac-

tual arrangements (Hansmann and Kraakman 2000a; 2000b).
We advance two notions here. First, the investors’ ability to commit

capital for the long term can be seen as a corporation’s right to retain its

capital. Second, the establishment of lock-in calls for the development of

additional features. A direct implication of lock-in is liquidation protec-

tion against owners and their personal creditors (strong entity shielding).

Moreover, a consequence of capital lock-in is a major loss of liquidity,

which calls for the establishment of a liquid market for shares so individ-

ual investors can exit. The establishment of capital lock-in was the catalyst

for the simultaneous development of both strong entity shielding against

personal creditors (a necessary legal implication) and tradability of shares

(an economic necessity).
Interestingly, limited liability is a right that belongs to the shareholders

rather than the company itself. Accordingly, it appears as a less essential

ingredient of the corporate form, as it can be created by the parties

through appropriate contractual arrangements. Admittedly, limiting tort

liability by contract is more complex, but the explosion of tort claims is a

very recent phenomenon (Hansmann et al. 2006: 1341 fn. 15).

7. Hansmann et al. (2006: 1338; 1349 fn. 39) show that liquidation protection against

owners, although conceptually distinct, is usually paired with liquidation protection against

creditors.
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2.2 Historical Developments Prior to 1602

Under the traditional Roman laws of agency and partnership, a company
was simply a private contract among individuals (societas) to share losses
and gains. It did not affect third parties. Any change in the partners’
identity would end the old contract and require a new one to continue
operations (no tradable shares). Partners were personally liable for com-
pany debts (no limited liability), personal creditors of the partners could
seize company assets (no entity shielding), and the partners could rely
neither on agents nor on each other to commit the company (no repre-
sentation) (Abatino et al. 2011; Hansmann et al. forthcoming).

Possibly, the most important limitation imposed by Roman law prin-
ciples was the lack of legal means to commit capital for the long term, as
participation was essentially at-will both for partners and for co-owners
(no capital lock-in; Arangio-Ruiz 1993: 231, 350; Fleckner forthcoming).
While it was possible to contract a commitment for a specified term, such
agreements were only enforceable through damages; the dissolution of the
partnership was inevitable whenever one of the partners decided to with-
draw. Damages were not due if the partner forcing liquidation had a just
cause, which was broadly construed as to include simple disagreements
with other partners. Damages were meant to discourage fraudulent be-
havior. Moreover, these contracts were only valid among the partners and
did not bind creditors or heirs. Owning property in common did not help
as co-ownerships were essentially subject to the same rules.8 By giving
each partner a veto power on the continuation of the company, the prin-
ciple of exit at will limited agency costs, but curbed the lifespan of the
business and exposed it to inefficient early liquidation.

In sum, although the Roman law recognized the corporate status of
some public bodies,9 private companies had no rights or assets of their
own and did not exist as separate legal entities. For a brief period of time,
these limitations were lifted for public contractors (societates publica-
norum; Malmendier 2009; Fleckner 2010), which, however, disappeared
long before the fall of the Western Roman Empire and did not serve as a
blueprint for medieval business.10

New rules supporting private enterprise evolved during the Middle
Ages. Weak entity shielding developed relatively early; Hansmann et al.
(2006: 1366–67, 1375–77) show that it was already a characteristic of the
Italian compagnia in the 13th century and an established principle in the

8. The Digest of Justinian (Watson 2009) contains several texts clarifying these issues; see,

for instance, D. 17.2.1.pr, D. 17.2.4.1, D. 17.2.14, D. 17.2.65.3-8, and D. 17.2.70.

9. See the Digest of Justinian (Watson 2009) at D. 3.4.1 pr.

10. Some of these limitations were bypassed by using slaves as business agents (Abatino et

al. 2011); however, also this solution disappeared before the fall of the Western Roman

Empire. Zimmerman (1996: 38–39; 184–6) illustrates some methods to evade the restrictions

on representation in classical Rome and discusses the fenus nauticum, a loan contract for

maritime trade that conditioned repayment of the load to the return of the ship. Effectively,

the creditor took a position similar to a passive partner in a limited partnership.
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Dutch Republic by the time of the VOC.11 Agency law (representation)
followed a similar pattern. The glossators of the 12th century cast doubts
on the validity of the Roman principle of alteri stipulari nemo potest (no
representation). Exceptions had been carved out in canon law and existed
in the 16thth-century natural law. By the time of the VOC, commercial
practice had long accepted the principle of representation and partners
were treated as jointly and severally liable to third parties for transactions
carried out within the scope of a partnership. Yet, the principle was not
completely established until the 17th century. Legal scholars and, to a
more limited extent, the Dutch Supreme Court continued to follow
Roman law principles (De Ruysscher 2016; Punt 2010: 283–86). In legal
scholarship, the change was pioneered by the Dutch Hugo Grotius in
1625, who supported representation in his De iure belli ac pacis, in re-
sponse to the needs of the Dutch trading economy ahead of other
European countries (Zimmerman 1996: 41–44).

Limited liability followed a more complex and lengthy evolutionary
path. In the 10th and 11th century, Italian merchants were already experi-
menting with a form of limited partnership. In the commenda—which was
similar to an earlier Islamic institution, the qirad—and in its successor, the
societá in accomandita, passive partners were only limitedly liable to the
extent of their investment; their personal assets were not at stake (Favali
2004; Mignone 2005). In contrast, managing partners remained personally
liable until the 17th century (Montanari 1990).

The evolution of limited liability betrays a resilient principle of Roman
law: business was a personal endeavor and it was crucial that businessmen
bore both commoda (gains) and incommoda (losses) deriving from business
activities. The same principle also stood in the way of mechanisms to trade
one’s position in a partnership.12 It is not surprising that the short-term
investments typical of partnerships without locked-in capital did not
create liquidity concerns and hence did not generate a demand for
transferability.

However, at the end of the 16th century, the onset of the Asian trade
radically increased the distance traveled by commercial fleets and the dur-
ation of the voyages, which took about two years to complete. It also
increased the cost per ship from 25,000 to 100,000 guilders and multiplied
the risks involved. The need to collect capital from a much larger base and
the natural lock-in of the capital until the return of the ships made it
necessary for the partnerships that preceded the VOC to provide for
share transferability in the contract, albeit with some limitations. Yet,

11. The recorded customs of Antwerp are evidence that weak entity shielding was recog-

nized by the time trademoved fromAntwerp to Amsterdam at the end of the 16th century due

to the Spanish occupation of the city (De Ruysscher 2016). Punt (2010: 158–59, 282) shows

that the Dutch Supreme Court recognized weak entity shielding generally for partnerships in

the 18th century. Hansmann et al. (2006: 1376–77, 1380–81) also find traces of entity shielding

in a 1683 English case.

12. See Abatino et al. (2011) for a discussion of transferability in Roman law.
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allowing partners to trade shares did not establish a liquid market.

Transfers occurred only rarely, mainly following bankruptcy or death of

a partner (Gelderblom and Jonker 2004: 648–49, 653–55). Tradability per

se only preserved the continuity of the business venture in the face of

adverse events, essentially protecting the interests of the solvent or surviv-

ing partners by avoiding the dissolution of the partnership.
Creating a liquid market required certainly a significant mass of in-

vestors, but what proved critical was the development of an official com-

pany share register that served to notify, standardize and streamline share

transfers (see Section 3.2.3). Combined with the enhanced liquidity needs

arising during a long equity maturity, this ensured significant demand and

supply.
While weak entity shielding, representation, limited liability for passive

partners, and limitedly tradable shares had been introduced by the time of

the VOC, capital lock-in, full tradability of shares and, finally, general

limited liability for managing partners appeared in stages within 20 years

after the chartering of the VOC. A rare exception emerged in Toulouse,

where grain mills had limited liability for shareholders and directors, and

tradable shares since at least the 14th century (Sicard 1953; Goetzmann et

al. 2015).13 Yet, this model was not extended to large, risky commercial

operation and remained limited to supplying the infrastructure for natural

public services. The assets were immovable and yielded a fairly stable

income on an annual base, receiving a fixed fraction of the wheat

milled. While the mills were indeed private property, functionally, they

were a public utility. The VOC’s original corporate form also owed much

to it having been modeled on existing public utility bodies in the Dutch

Republic such as admiralties (Gelderblom et al. 2011a).

3. Legal Innovations in the VOC

3.1 Organizational Law Prior to the VOC

Before the chartering of the VOC, private partnerships in the Low

Countries were short-term, unlimited-liability endeavors. This was not

seen as a limitation, as few businesses required large capital investments;

most of the value added was due to labor. Sole proprietorship was the

dominant business form in agriculture (De Vries 1974; Bieleman 1992: 31–

100; van Bavel and Gelderblom 2009). Manufacturing was dominated by

urban craftsmen who worked in small workshops. Only the most capital-

intensive production units, like sugar refineries and breweries, were some-

times owned by general or special-purpose partnerships (Yntema 1992;

Poelwijk 2003; de Jong et al. 2013).

13. The mills of Toulouse derived their organization form from the feudal institution of

pariage (proportional ownership), which developed out of the need to guarantee the unity of

inheritances while preserving an equal treatment of the heirs (Goetzmann and Pouget 2011).
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General partnerships were also the principal vehicle for international
trade. Following Roman law, partnerships could be formed for a term but

the agreements could be enforced only through damages—which were not

due if there was a just cause—and did not bind heirs (Punt 2010: 134–43).
Trade expeditions were normally financed for single voyages, with default

liquidation upon the ships’ return (Gelderblom and Jonker 2004;
Gelderblom et al. 2011b). This format entailed a measure of “natural”

capital lock-in because, while the fleet was away, liquidation was materi-
ally impossible until its return. Upon its return, the accounts were more or

less literally settled on the quayside, partners inspecting the cargo and
dividing the profits. While this structure did not encourage investment

in long-term assets which would have been hard to value or liquidate, it

ensured minimal agency costs, as active partners had limited time and
scope for discretionary decisions. The lock-in introduced by the 1602

VOC charter implied a radically different sort of commitment, fully
backed by the law.

Limited liability for active partners was similarly absent. In the Dutch

Republic, the only entities enjoying limited liability for active managers
were public entities, such as water-management bodies (van Tielhof 2009:

215–20), municipalities, religious institutions, charities, guilds, universi-
ties, and, from the 1580s onwards, admiralties (Rijpma 2012: 28–32). The

corporate form extended to selected private entities with a public function,
such as land reclamation projects—copen and polderbesturen—which

required an indefinite life and were organized similarly to water manage-

ment bodies.14

It is important to stress that the VOC charter was not a private contract

among traders but rather a legislative act and that the legal innovations

contained therein did not extend to other companies. Throughout the 18th
century, the Dutch Supreme Court continued to treat partnerships as in-

herently based on continued unanimous consent. As a result, agreements
to lock in capital for a certain period, make shares fully tradable or limit

the partners’ personal liability remained difficult to enforce (Punt 2010:
279, 282, 283).15 Since contractual solutions were not readily available, the

VOC had to break with long-lasting principles by force of legislation. The
government obliged because, along with commercial interests, the VOC

also served a public purpose, as it pooled resources to contribute to the

14. From the year 1000 onwards Dutch peatlands were drained using so-called cope con-

tracts, long-term leases that gave the occupants extensive land-use rights (van der Linden

1955) and the right to transfer them to others without approval (though land ownership

remained in the hands of the feudal lord). Land reclamations in the 16th and 17th centuries

were funded by private special-purpose partnerships. Once land reclamation had been com-

pleted, the initial partners could no longer be asked to subscribe additional capital.

Landowners were free to sell their landholdings (van Zwet 2009: 51–83). On England see

Harris (2005b: 220–23).

15. Even limited liability for passive partners, while enforced in merchant courts, re-

mained highly controversial in scholarship and in public opinion (Kessler 2003).
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military advancement of Dutch interests overseas. But due to its commer-
cial goals, the VOC was not conceived as a public contractor, like the
societates publicanorum in Rome nor as a public utility company, like
the mills of Toulouse. Its private law notion of corporate entity gradually
broke free from its public law origins.

3.2 The Coalescence of the Corporate form in the VOC

Until the end of the 16th century, Spain and Portugal dominated
European trade with Africa, Asia, and America. This changed when in
1581 the Dutch abjured the Spanish King Philip II and declared their
independence from the Habsburg Empire. In 1585, the city of Antwerp,
which had been part of the revolt, fell again into the hands of the Spanish,
but the Dutch rebels continued to control the river Scheldt and the
Flemish coast, cutting access to Antwerp’s harbor. The city, a major com-
mercial hub, could no longer function as a gateway to northern Europe, as
a result of which many foreign and local merchants moved their business
elsewhere. The Flemish merchants who had begun trading with Russia,
Africa, and the Levant in Antwerp in the 1560s and 1570s chose to settle in
Middelburg or Amsterdam. They brought with them their commercial
customs, which, as we have emphasized above, were more advanced
than the traditional principles still embraced by legal scholars and, to a
more limited extent, courts. Crucially, these customs championed the prin-
ciples of representation and weak entity shielding. It was not long before
merchants from Zeeland and Holland joined their efforts to establish an
independent presence in markets outside Europe.

3.2.1 Single Voyages, 1590–1600. The first expeditions sailing from the
Dutch Republic to Asia during the 1590s adopted tried and tested funding
strategies. The typical contract was a general partnership with some add-
itional features. The promoters drafted contracts for single trips, but with
more than one ship, a longer time horizon, due to a longer duration of the
return voyage, and a larger number of shareholders than common before.
The initiators invested their money under the same conditions as all the
other shareholders but, in exchange for a commission fee, they planned the
expedition, instructed and monitored shipmasters and trading agents, and
handled the return cargoes. Piecemeal dividend payments were made as
sales progressed and once the companies had sold out, accounts were
drawn up and the partnership was liquidated. Investors in these exped-
itions had the option, but never an obligation, to reinvest in a subsequent
one. These first expeditions to Asia followed the rules of traditional part-
nerships. All investors were jointly and severally liable for any debts
incurred by the initiators, but their liability was effectively limited in
two ways. First, the investors could deny any claim that followed from
actions that lay outside the designated purpose and duration of the part-
nership. Second, they could invoke maritime law and abandon their in-
vestment in case of total loss of the ship due to shipwreck or capture, a
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provision common in shipping ventures (Gelderblom and Jonker 2004;
Gelderblom et al. 2011b).

In 1597 the first three ships returned from Asia. Although their cargo
hardly covered the expedition’s costs, this failed to dent the belief that large
profits could be made, resulting in a wave of new trips organized by mer-
chants from Amsterdam, Middelburg, Veere, and Rotterdam. State coord-
ination remained limited to arrangements with the local and provincial
governments about sailing in convoy and the supply of ordnance and
ammunition. Setting up a long-term trading company would have yielded
higher gains than single-voyage contracts, because the long-term investment
would have made it easier to secure the Cape route. However, long-term
commitments entailed moral hazard costs, due to the directors’ superior
information on trading operations, while there always remained the possi-
bility that other Dutch traders would recruit investors to set up a rival
company and reap the benefits of this emerging trade.

3.2.2 Local Coordination, 1600–1602. Competition between the various
cities led to the dispatch of no less than 62 ships between 1597 and
1601—a much higher number than in England, where only one group of
London merchants had received a royal charter to trade with Asia (De
Vries 2003; Gelderblom 2009). As the vast majority of ships returned with
rich cargoes, profits were very high. Between 1598 and 1608 the investors
in Amsterdam’s early companies earned an average annual return of 27%
(Gelderblom 2003). But company directors and government officials rea-
lized that competition could undermine profits, while the growing Dutch
presence in southeast Asia also rendered Spain increasingly wary, thus
raising the likelihood of attacks on shipping to and from the east. These
worries inspired the city councils of Amsterdam and Middelburg to apply
a device that had been used successfully in Amsterdam’s Africa trade in
1598: the merger of local companies. In 1600 the Oude Compagnie and the
Nieuwe Compagnie in Amsterdam coordinated their sailing and in 1601
they amalgamated into a new company to send out a fleet of eight ships. A
similar attempt in Middelburg failed, however, on the refusal of promin-
ent merchant Balthasar de Moucheron to join.

The failure to unite in Zeeland reveals the inherent instability of coord-
ination at the local level. It might have raised profits in the short term, but
the arrangement was prone to opportunistic behavior, if only because the
large number of competing ports made it easy enough for traders to invest
in another company or even create a new one. Since local coordination did
not guarantee large future profits, merchants had no incentive to commit
capital for a longer period. Thus, Amsterdam’s united company continued
to be organized as a special purpose partnership, with a small committee of
managing directors drawn from the two previous companies in charge of
equipment and sales. As for protection, the directors continued to borrow
military hardware from the city and they worked with the local admiralty
board to impose a naval command structure on the fleets sailing to Asia.
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3.2.3 The First VOC Charter, 1602–1612. Since local coordination could not
secure the Asian routes, provincial and central authorities pushed for co-
ordination at the federal level. After intense negotiations agreement was
reached to establish a public monopoly on the Asian trade for 21 years.
Operations would be managed by six local chambers, which appointed a
central governing board of 17 delegates (the Heeren XVII) to run the
overall business. Amsterdam, the biggest chamber, obtained only eight
seats on the board so that it could not dictate proceedings. The other
five chambers—Middelburg, Enkhuizen, Delft, Hoorn and Rotterdam,
in decreasing order of their capital contribution—filled the rest of the
seats in proportion to their share in the total (den Heijer 2005).

The 1602 charter offered an adequate time horizon to secure the Cape
route. Shareholders committed capital for 10 years. They were to receive a
dividend once accumulated profits (gross of re-investment) reached 5% of
capital. In 1612 they were to receive full accounts, and the option to either
withdraw their share or to reinvest it into a new 10-year venture. What was
not envisioned at the time was the opportunity cost of liquidating assets in
1612.

The government delegated sovereign powers in Asia to the VOC, not-
ably the rights to conclude treaties with foreign powers, to wage war, levy
taxes, and operate a formal legal system for judging its employees. In
exchange, the Estates General obtained contractual safeguards in the
charter that the company would do its bidding. This hybrid structure of
a private commercial company with public responsibilities lent the VOC a
special corporate status typical of other public bodies in the Dutch
Republic (Gelderblom et al. 2011a). Yet, the 1602 charter did not establish
the full legal personality of a modern corporation. The company remained
a special purpose partnership, with no permanent capital, and the dir-
ectors remained unlimitedly liable for any debts incurred on behalf of
the company, with the exception of wage arrears—all passive investors
were instead liable only for the amount they had put in. Company dir-
ectors were probably willing to take the risk as they planned to fund trade
from share installments until 1607, and from sales revenues thereafter. The
6.4 million guilders’ capital raised enabled the company to engage in large-
scale military investment to secure its overseas position, while the mon-
opoly over commerce with Asia prevented traders from free-riding on the
security provided in Asia by the VOC.

As investors might find it difficult to commit funds for such a long
duration, it was decided to facilitate the free transferability of shares.
This innovation was about procedure and notice.16 Shares were already
transferable in the partnerships trading before the chartering of the VOC,
without trade following. An annex to the VOC charter made shares

16. Note that the company register provided notice of share ownership to potential buyers

and creditors, a crucial feature of property rights as opposed to simple contractual rights

(Hansmann and Kraakman 2002).
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transferable by laying down a precise and transparent procedure for their
transfer which, in order to be valid had to be entered by company clerks in
a share transfer register kept in the company office (van Dillen 1958). As a
result, it became easy not only to determine ownership of VOC shares, but
to find out a person’s entire share holdings, information unavailable for
the earlier partnerships. Trading in VOC shares started immediately after
the closing of subscriptions. Next to reducing liquidity, the longer matur-
ity of the capital subscriptions improved the expectation of profit. Since
capital subscriptions did not have to be paid immediately, many investors
oversubscribed with the intention of selling some of their shares before
capital was called in. This encouraged forward trading and contributed to
the liquidity of the market (Gelderblom and Jonker 2004; Petram 2011a,
2011b).

While improving share transferability when investment is short-term
makes little economic sense, the free transferability of shares is a crucial
complement to long-term investment to the point that, if it were absent,
collecting capital from a large base would be impossible.17 Underscoring
this point is the fact that in Amsterdam approximately 2% of the adult
population took part in the initial subscription and that small investments
of as little as 150 guilders were not uncommon (Gelderblom and Jonker
2004: 654). However, looking forward, the VOC never collected new
equity again. Transferability was crucial to provide the company with
its initial capital and to keep it liquid, but it was capital lock-in that
guaranteed, as we will see, a successful long-term approach to investment.

The unprecedented managerial discretion granted to the board was a
common cause for concern. From the start, shareholders worried about
VOC policy, in particular the priority of war over trade and the lack of
dividends. Three merchants and directors of the Amsterdam company,
which had merged into the VOC, refused to join when the extent of the
new company’s hostile intentions became clear (van Dillen 1958: 71, 98–
99). In 1603 Balthasar de Moucheron, who had long resisted before giving
up his own successful trade with Asia, resigned as director over a policy
disagreement. Two years later, another prominent investor and director,
Isaac le Maire, resigned and sought to pursue trade independently. As a
result, their former colleagues petitioned the Estates General in 1606 for a
ban on director resignations, but they were turned down (Gelderblom et
al. 2011a: 47).

This event underscores the resilience of the view that business was a very
personal matter, which can be traced back to the Roman law. The dir-
ectors of the VOC were considered active partners who were personally
liable. As long as they were engaged in business transactions for the com-
pany, whether the equipment of fleets, loans, or sales, they could not do
what passive investors did: exit the company by selling their shares

17. The EIC also had transferable shares, although transferability was initially limited

(Harris 2005b: 234).
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(Gelderblom et al. 2013). The reaction of the Estates General to directors’

resignations suggests that limited liability is a de facto necessary feature

for full share tradability. Passive shareholders were limitedly liable since

the beginning and hence their shares could be freely traded. Active share-

holders initially were liable for any debt incurred on behalf of the com-

pany, which created a problem of strategic exit to avoid liability.
Throughout the first charter and beyond, pressure remained to allow

additional private trade with Asia (van Dam 1927: 220–27). In 1609, le

Maire complained to the Republic’s powerful statesman Johan van

Oldenbarnevelt about the unfairness of keeping private business out of

trading areas covered by the company’s monopoly but never visited by

it.18 He sought to found a rival company in France (Bakhuizen van den

Brink 1865), and later organized an expedition to circumnavigate South

America via a sea-lane not covered by the VOC’s monopoly. The ships

reached the Indonesian archipelago, only to be impounded by the VOC.

Though le Maire ultimately won a prolonged litigation, this experience

discouraged further attempts to test the VOC monopoly.19

The VOC immediately set out to gain a strong position and supplant the

Portuguese as the major buyer in the best spice trade ports. The Dutch

easily outspent the English EIC, which funded smaller expeditions backed

by short-term capital. By sheer number of ships, manpower mobilized and

sums poured into local infrastructure, the VOC soon secured a command-

ing position in southeast Asia. However, the volume of military invest-

ment exceeded expectations, also because of the Estates General’s push for

an aggressive stand against the Spanish to relieve pressure on the Republic

in Europe. The first fleet sent out in 1603 received instructions to turn the

incidental skirmishes conducted by the early companies into systematic

fighting. This caused considerable damage to the Spanish and Portuguese

trade, and the sinking of ships, cargo seizures and conquest of enemy

fortresses ultimately served the VOC’s commercial interests. By 1612 the

Estates General had to concede that the scale of violence had been much

larger than the safeguarding of current expeditions would have required.

Ships had to serve more than one purpose, crisscrossing the Indonesian

archipelago for years before returning laden to the Dutch Republic, re-

sulting in high wages costs per ton of return cargoes.
Within five years of its formation, VOC directors found themselves

confronted with pressing financial shortages (Gelderblom et al. 2013).

The four fleets sent out between 1603 and 1607 had exhausted the avail-

able cash. Wage bills were met by drawing on the revenues set aside from

the van Warwijck expedition, the last one formally organized by an early

18. Shareholder rights 400.

19. In fact, a last attempt was made at the time of the company’s charter renewal in 1622–

1623. Jan Pietersz Coen called for allowing participation of private business in VOC con-

trolled ports, to build up the intra-Asian trade. He ran into strong opposition from a coalition

of company officials in Asia and the Estates General, and failed to convince the board.
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company but partly managed by the VOC. Very little remained for equip-
ping new fleets, causing the number of ships sent out to drop to only four
ships during 1608 and 1609. As a result, the company came under fire from
its shareholders back home. The price of VOC shares dropped to a low of
132% of nominal value and merchants, annoyed about the company’s
failure to pay dividends from a lucrative trade, started lobbying against
any charter extension and in favor of opening access to charter areas not
yet developed but now made safe by the VOC’s actions. In addition, le
Maire launched a massive bear raid on VOC shares in an unsuccessful
attempt to force the board to change strategy (van Dillen 1930). The 1609
truce with Spain (1609) changed very little, as it was agreed that breaches
outside of Europe would not amount to a violation.

3.2.4 The Transition to Permanent Capital in 1612. As early as 1606 the VOC
directors realized the difficulties of liquidating in 1612 and appear to have
started lobbying to have that obligation lifted (Robertson and Funnell
2012: 351). Three years later Cornelis Matelieff de Jonge, the commander
of the third VOC fleet, spelled out the dangers of the looming liquidation
in a memo written at the request of Johan van Oldenbarnevelt.20

According to Matelieff, the VOC’s position in Asia needed considerable
reinforcement, but the 1612 deadline prevented the board from taking the
military action required. Any spending now pushed down profits for pre-
sent shareholders, whereas the benefits would be reaped by investors in the
follow-up 10-year account. Yet, Matelieff argued, if no action were taken
now, the company would lose ground and it would be very hard to attract
investors in 1612. Matelieff added that the decision should not be left to
the company directors, because continuing the Asian trade was in the
Dutch Republic’s national interest. In practical terms, Matelieff suggested
that the directors keep their focus on building a strong foothold in Asia
and act as if the 1612 deadline did not exist.21

Our interpretation echoes Matelieff’s view. The statutory expiration of
the VOC equity handicapped a long-term strategy, in a race in which
commercial and military investment had to be frontloaded. Shortly after
Matelieff’s report the Estates General awarded the VOC a rebate of
100,000 guilders on customs duties, agreeing that they had pushed the
company into war.22 In 1610 directors asked for a substantially higher
subsidy. Calling itself “a servant of your policies”, the board argued that
the Asian trade was not a private enterprise but rather an affair of state.
As ships and crew were often devoted to war rather than trade, the com-
pany could not pay cash dividends to shareholders and had had to raise

20. Haak and Veenendaal (1962: 319–27).

21. Haak and Veenendaal (1962: 324–25).

22. NA 1.04.02 VOC No. 368, resolutions 22 August, 29 September 1609.
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large amounts of debt.23 The board also lobbied for the lifting of the

charter’s requirement to liquidate in 1612.24

In March 1612 the directors’ formally requested the Estates General to

lift the obligation to liquidate,25 which, technically, was a clear violation

of private shareholder rights. The board presented two sets of arguments,

economic ones and political ones. The business case focused on the nature

of the VOC’s assets. Transferring the complex lot of forts, warships, of-

fices, and debts due in soldiers’ pay and merchants’ salaries would be

extremely difficult. Moreover, presenting the accounts would show the

VOC’s weak cash position and a successor company would find it difficult

to attract investors. The business really needed a permanent basis to keep

investing, and more time would permit to reap the benefits. Suspending

liquidation would not harm shareholders, as they could sell their shares.

Turning to political arguments, the board emphasized the importance of a

permanent company as a trustworthy ally for foreign princes. If wound up

now, present agreements became worthless, and the uncertainty about its

durability would undermine its function as the Estates General’s repre-

sentative overseas. The board professed its willingness to draft accounts

for the first 10-year period and subsequently every year in a manner to be

set by the Estates General, so as to eliminate any suggestion of

opportunism.
At the end of July 1612 the VOC board pressed the Estates for a speedy

decision, arguing that competition with the EIC was heating up. Not

weighed down by high war costs, the English could undercut the VOC

in European sales. Spain and Portugal continued hostilities in Asia despite

the 1609 truce. Shareholders threatened litigation to force compliance

with the charter. Unless the Estates General provided the subsidy

required, started negotiations with the English, and lifted the charter ob-

ligations, trade would come to a standstill, pushing up unemployment.
The Estates General considered the matter on Saturday, July 28, 1612,

without coming to a decision. On Monday news came from Spain about

an imminent offensive on VOC fortresses. The following day, Tuesday,

July 31, 1612, the Estates acted. They suspended the charter article con-

cerned, declaring that, “for the benefit, wealth, honor, and reputation of

the country, and for other compelling considerations and reasons of state

(. . .) the East India Company should be maintained and conserved in its

present state and strength”. Decisions on specific points of the company’s

request were to take another couple of months, but the VOC’s capital had

become de facto permanent.26 For the first time in history, a private firm

had gained the prospect of indefinite life.

23. NA 1.04.02 VOC No. 368, resolution 17 November 1610.

24. Resoluties Staten Generaal 1610–1612, 359.

25. NA 1.01.03 No. 4841, fol 162–167.

26. NA 1.01.03 No. 4841 fol 181, July 28, 1610. The actual decision was to lift the obli-

gation to liquidate now, so the resources from the first account could be used to equip the next
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Why did the government intervene? A private solution to ensure con-
tinuation would have likely foundered, not least because any individual
investor could block continuation. In theory, shareholders could have
bought out all those demanding the liquidation of the first account. Yet
the price would have been huge, as some traders were eager to make in-
roads on the VOC monopoly, and in fact any individual shareholder
would have held a right to veto the continuation. Had the government
not forced a solution, the only legal option would have been to follow the
charter, liquidating the first 10-year account and launching a new sub-
scription campaign. But this required the valuation of existing assets,
many located in Asia and hard to assess before the return of all ships
and the sale of distant property.27

3.2.5 General Limited Liability in 1623. As we have explained, the VOC 1602
charter followed the practice of the time in terms of liability and did not
shield active shareholders, the directors, while passive shareholders were
limitedly liable. Therefore, rendering the capital permanent in 1612 solved
one financial concern of the directors and immediately created a new one.
The VOC still needed ready cash to fund its annual fleets, but permanence
effectively eliminated the option of raising equity. More equity would
have worsened the investors’ exposure to the risk of directors’ opportun-
ism, and the violation of shareholders’ rights would likely have limited
their appetite to subscribe. Next to reinvested profits, debt offered a better
financing alternative to equity as it could function as a disciplining devise
on directors and contain agency costs. As the VOC gradually stepped up
its debt exposure, the directors’ unlimited personal liability became cause
for concern (Gelderblom et al. 2013).

To cover the shortfall between sales revenues and equipment costs the
VOC took out insurance at a 5% premium in 1613. The contract was sold
mainly to VOC shareholders and stipulated that, if revenues by August
1616 had fallen below 3.2 million guilders, the subscribers would have
paid the difference. In the event, this did not happen (Gelderblom et al.
2011b). By guaranteeing the company as a going concern, the contract in
effect shielded directors from an exposure to unlimited liability. In add-
ition to the contract, the company pulled out all the stops to make ends
meet, postponing dividend payments and raising short-term debt. Neither
provided a final solution, and for several years the VOC finances contin-
ued to be based on revolving capital, profits from returning ships financing
new expeditions and shortfalls being covered with small amounts of debt.

fleet, avoiding the need for a new capital call. When the next voyage was prepared in the

Spring of 1613, the VOC directors came up with another way to tie in shareholders for a

further three years, the 1613 insurance contract. When that lapsed in 1616 it was clear that

the first account would be continued (Gelderblom et al. 2011b).

27. As we discuss later, the EIC also struggled in transferring assets across its much

shorter subscriptions and shorter asset cycle.
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Financing also remained decentralized, with the different chambers bor-

rowing separately and equipping their own fleets (Gelderblom et al. 2013).
Meanwhile new competitors began to arrive on the Asian scene, includ-

ing a French company and the Austraelsche Compagnie established by le

Maire, so the VOC directors raised their game.28 In 1615 they took the

decision to send more ships and deal the competition a decisive blow by

establishing an operational hub in Batavia. As sales revenues remained

too low to fund the equipment of additional ships, the campaign was

funded by issuing 8 million guilders’ worth of debt between 1617 and

1623 (Gelderblom et al. 2013).
The directors’ financial exposure sharply increased as a result of these

loans because, just like the promissory notes traded on the Amsterdam

money market since the late 16th century, they were secured on the person

and goods of the person issuing them (Gelderblom and Jonker 2004).

Thus, in order to limit each director’s individual exposure to creditors’

claims, the VOC in 1617 centralized financial policy; henceforth the indi-

vidual chambers needed to ask permission to raise debt. At the same time,

they transformed a director’s individual exposure to liability into the pro

rata liability of all directors by agreeing that they and their successors

would underwrite debt raised. This allowed the company to borrow

more easily from the Amsterdam money market, which offered better

rates (Gelderblom et al. 2013).
Because unlimited liability provisions remained unaltered in the second

VOC charter of 1623, directors had their officials sign obligations. The

ensuing uncertainty as to who was liable was ended by a unilateral reso-

lution later in 1623 by the directors to rewrite the text of their bonds and

explicitly exclude any personal liability (Gelderblom et al. 2013).29

Critically, Dutch courts ultimately upheld the general nature of the ex-

emption, a step that could not have been achieved without political sup-

port. From then on, the VOC as a legal entity was exclusively liable for its

own debt (Punt 2010: 290–91).30 As we have observed, this corroborates

the view that, differently from capital lock-in, limited liability could be

(and was) introduced by a contractual innovation—even if later supported

by the courts—rather than a legal innovation, and consequently that the

law played a more important role in restricting claims on company assets

than in protecting the investors’ personal assets. The introduction of lim-

ited liability completed a two-decade-long process of slow coalescence of

the missing building blocks of the corporate form.

28. On the first two ships sailing fromFrance in 1615 and an earlier failed attempt to do so

in 1604, see Du Fresne de Francheville (1738).

29. We do not have information as to whether this solution only concerned new bonds or

also applied to bonds issued previously.

30. Punt (2010: 290) points out that, at the time, the VOCwas not viewed as a legal person

and directors were part of lawsuits against the company. Yet, by the 18th century, judgments

would not be enforced against the directors personally but against the company.
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4. The Political Economy of the Corporate Form

The VOC’s organizational model was highly effective. During the 17th
century, the company outperformed all its European competitors sending
more ships to Asia than all of them taken together (Figure 1), also dom-
inating in terms of tonnage (Figure A1) and manpower (Figure A2). By
1795, five years before its de facto liquidation, the VOC had sent 4,785
ships and carried 3.4 million tons in the Asian trade, whereas the EIC had
only managed 2,690 ships totaling 1.4 million tons. An impressive 59%, in
some decades rising to more than 70%, of all the Europeans travelling to
Asia during the VOC’s two centuries of existence sailed with the company
(Figure A3). This is remarkable for such a small country.

Here, we take a closer look at the comparative performance over time of
the VOC and the EIC, its natural direct competitor (cf. De Vries 2003).
The VOC vastly outperformed the EIC in terms of ships (Figure A6),
tonnage (Figure A7), personnel (Figure A8) and sale revenues
(Figure A9). The time series show the evolution of their relative perform-
ance. The EIC had a slower start but was regaining ground around the
time of the VOC equity consolidation in 1612, then fell sharply behind. Its
relative performance improved after 1657, when it also gained a perman-
ent capital. However, the gap remained so big that it took several decades
before the EIC regained a more or less level position.

Why did the EIC not emulate the VOC’s consolidation of equity ma-
turity earlier? This section offers an interpretation in terms of the different
contexts in which the Dutch and English investors operated. We argue
here that the critical factor holding back private commitment of long-term
capital was the different political situation in the two countries.
Commercial interests were never far from the minds of the urban repre-
sentatives who dominated the Dutch Republic’s seven provincial assem-
blies and the federal parliament, so there was a very low risk of public
expropriation. Representatives also agreed on the VOC’s political import-
ance, which in the end persuaded them to grant de facto permanence. This
stood in stark contrast to England, in 1602 still an absolute monarchy.
Our model also has dynamic implications: when the English Parliament
gained the upper hand, the willingness of English investors to commit to
permanent EIC capital followed suit. The evidence we present also points
out that the maturity of equity resulted in measurable differences in long-
term investment and reinvestment policies.

4.1 A Simple Model of Organizational Choice

Since colonial trade had military implications, the political authority in
each country shaped its organization. All countries involved in the Asian
trade chose to run it through a monopoly, since pooling resources was
efficient. Yet, pooling resources and committing long-term capital to a
business venture generates agency costs (Berle and Means 1932).
Managerial “negligence and profusion” in the colonial corporations was
well recognized by Adam Smith and his contemporaries (Amsler et al.
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1981: 781). However, corporate governance issues cannot explain the
sharp variation in financing models adopted at the time.

Spain and Portugal ran the Asian trade through state monopolies, while
England and the Dutch Republic, as well as France and Denmark some-
what later, granted a monopoly privilege to private companies. Yet, there
is no reason to believe that English and Dutch managers were to be trusted
more than Spanish and Portuguese ones. In fact, the VOC management
was believed to be quite corrupt, so much so that by the end of the 18th
century wags said the company name meant “busted through corruption”

(in Dutch “Vergaan Onder Corruptie”). Clearly, the profits that could be
generated by the corporate form exceeded the associated agency cost. Why
did the Dutch choose to accept these shortcomings of the corporate form
ahead of others?

A large investment in long-term assets with military value was a tempt-
ing target for public authorities in any country. Countries where the ex-
propriation risk was highest, such as Spain and Portugal, ran the Asian
trade through a state monopoly, as the sole form able to sustain invest-
ment. At the other extreme, when central government power was limited,
as in the Dutch Republic, private investment was not exposed to expro-
priation by the executive (North andWeingast 1989); hence investors were
willing to lock in their capital.

At intermediate levels of expropriation risk—a stage that arguably de-
scribes England in the first half of the 17th century31—the central power
was too unconstrained to resist the temptation to seize private resources
with military value. As a result, investors pursued trade through short-
term partnerships. The limited investment scale and time horizon enabled
investors to get repaid upon the return of the fleet. However, this recurrent
liquidation structure encouraged investing in circulating capital rather
than long-term capital assets. Even aside from public expropriation,
trying to value and sell any fixed investment in a distant location to a
new private company is subject to a serious hold-up problem. As a
result, companies funded with short-term capital were unable to build
up to an optimal scale of operations. Figure 4 illustrates our stylized
model of organizational choice in a static environment.

4.2 The Political Economy of the Dutch Republic and England

At the beginning of the 17th century, trade with Asia had a direct public
interest, broader than the financial interest of traders. After the revolt
against Spain, the novel Dutch state had crucial survival motives for char-
tering a company to challenge its Spanish enemies abroad and hence re-
lieve direct military pressure. In England, the state interest in expansion

31. In France and Denmark, where the king had an intermediate degree of power, the

solution resembled the early English model of repeated trade voyages with short capital

commitment, run by private partnerships occasionally paying dues to the king for the priv-

ilege of an uncertain monopoly (Findlay and O’Rourke 2009).
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was evident throughout the history of the EIC, and ultimately morphed

into England’s colonial empire (Stern 2011). However, the different pol-

itical institutions in the Dutch Republic and England shaped these com-

panies’ organizational strategies.
In the constitutional setup of the Dutch Republic there was no military

leader to overrule the main representative assembly and force the primacy

of military over commercial interests. This proved a critical factor to

enable legal innovation (Harris 2009).32 From its inception in 1579, the

Republic possessed a federal structure with cities handing over some au-

thority to provinces, whose delegates bargained over foreign and military

policy in the Estates General. Merchants had no direct voice in the assem-

blies, but an articulated political structure rooted in cities ensured that the

Estates General were responsive to commercial interests (Gelderblom

2013). At the crucial junctures of 1602, when the VOC was chartered,

and 1612, when its capital became permanent, commercial interests coin-

cided with the Republic’s military interests (Bouckaert 2015).
This stood in stark contrast to the situation in England. Until the

middle of the 17th century, the English king had the power to call and

dismiss Parliament at will. Parliamentary activity under James I and his

successor Charles I was particularly restricted, considerably more so than

under Elizabeth (Jha 2015). Chartered during this period, the EIC ob-

tained a national monopoly on the Asian trade. However, the English

king had great de facto discretion over the assignment of trading rights,

and repeatedly allowed inroads on the EIC’s monopoly in order to raise

extra revenues.

Figure 4. A Simple Model of Organizational Choice.

32. Harris (2009) stresses the importance of limited government for the creation of a

financial market. We refine this argument by highlighting its effect on capital commitment.

Once capital became long-term, tradable shares became indispensable to counterbalance the

loss of liquidity. In turn, this stimulated the development of stock markets. Intuitively,

market development arose only once the basic property rights of corporate stock became

protected.
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Historical evidence on the views held by EIC board members suggests

that they fully recognized the inefficiency of chartering single voyages, and
sought to move to a longer capital commitment cycle to fund more con-

secutive expeditions and larger fixed assets.33 The lengthening of the

equity cycle was slow and subject to reversal in 1628–1631 (Figure 2).
The willingness to invest long-term was certainly not aided by the uncer-

tainty over the company’s charter and monopoly status.
Until mid-century, the EIC could raise capital only on short maturity.

The need to keep shareholders happy combined with its charter to ensure

strict oversight by shareholders over managers, with more invasive in-

vestor control than in the VOC, relying on participation rights and a

strict reporting of information on a regular basis (Harris 2005a: 28–31;
2005b: 229–32; 2009). The EIC’s board of directors needed shareholder

approval for major policy decisions including directors’ remuneration,

resulting in high payouts and low overseas investment (Scott 1912 Vol I:
154–59, 163). Apart from the dependence on capital supply, these choices

may suggest either a concern to avoid agency cost or excessive exposure to

public expropriation, or both (Coornaert 1967: 227).34

After dissolving Parliament in 1629, Charles I ruled without calling a

new assembly for 11 years, creating strong opposition that led to the Long

Parliament in 1640 and ultimately the Civil War of 1642–1648. Popular
support for the constraining role of Parliament was strong (Hoppitt 2000),

especially among the ranks of EIC investors (Jha 2015). Upon the

Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660, the new King Charles II regained
the power to call and dismiss Parliament, but the latter retained substan-

tial control over state finances and, in particular, over the King’s power to

raise taxes (Cox 2012: 572), and in fact continued to meet yearly (Jha

2015).
Upon Charles II’s death his brother James II manifested autocratic

ambitions, soon faced a major insurrection and fled. The Glorious

Revolution of 1688 crystallized once and for all the principle of limited
government. Interestingly, the English chose as their new king William III

of Orange, a Dutch stadhouder used to serve under a parliamentary man-

date. He agreed to a Bill of Rights, which established the supremacy of
Parliament and strengthened property rights (North and Weingast 1989;

Rajan and Zingales 2003).35

33. See note 5 and accompanying text.

34. From an ex ante perspective, the greater oversight powers of the EIC shareholders

indicate that the EIC shareholders were warier of expropriation and demanded (obtaining it)

more voice than VOC shareholders. From an ex post perspective, this suggests that managers

of the EIC were better controlled and hence could abuse their power less than the VOC

managers. Both interpretations support our main argument that the risk of expropriation

was larger in Britain and that internal governance issues cannot explain the better perform-

ance of the VOC.

35. Clark (1996) argues that returns on charities’ assets (land, tithes, houses, rent charges,

and private bonds) were unaffected over 1540–1837. Yet, the assets at risk of royal predation
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The evolution of political rights corresponds to a similar evolution in
political thinking synchronized with the events. In the Roman tradition,
the notion of fides publica embedded an obligation for officials invested
with state power to act in the public interest (accountability).
Conspicuously, the obligation was not simply a moral obligation, it had
legal value. The first to rediscover this notion was the Dutch Hugo
Grotius, who treated the notion in his work of youth, the Parallelon
rerumpublicarum (Comparison of Republics) of 1602. Grotius returned
to this notion in De iure belli ac pacis (On the Law of War and Peace,
1625). In England, the notion of fides publica began to circulate only later
due to John Locke’s Second Treatise of Government, published in 1689,
just after the Glorious Revolution (de Wilde 2011).

Once England adopted limited government, it could also adapt its cor-
porate model and match its colonial ambitions. In 1657, the EIC was
finally able to move to permanent capital. The next sections detail the
important differences between the VOC and the EIC: their different cap-
ital structure, exposure to expropriation risk and investment strategy.

4.3 The Companies’ Capital Structure

The EIC was chartered on December 31, 1600 by Queen Elizabeth, who
granted a group of 216 merchants a 15-year monopoly on trade with Asia.
The monopoly covered all countries east of the Cape of Good Hope and
west of the Straits of Magellan. The EIC followed conventional organiza-
tional practices and raised capital for one voyage at a time. For its initial
voyage, the EIC raised slightly more than the equivalent of 700,000 guil-
ders, whereas the VOC raised over 6.4 million guilders with 10-year ma-
turity and rapidly called up all equity commitments. Figure 2 shows that
the EIC capital lagged consistently behind the VOC. The EIC funded its
first 12 voyages as separate enterprises with separate capital subscriptions.
Profits were high, at times over 230% and were fully paid together with the
principal within very few years. Only in 1613 did the EIC start experi-
menting with a medium-term commitment of capital in its First Joint-
Stock, lasting 8 years, at the time when the VOC had moved to permanent
capital. The Second Joint-Stock followed in 1617 but thereafter the EIC
continued to struggle with equity term commitments with a series of suc-
cessive and partially overlapping joint-stock subscriptions. Between 1628
and 1631 the capital reversed to short-term financing in the three Persian
Voyages. The Third Joint-Stock was established in 1631 (Chaudhuri 1965:
22, 209).

were those with public uses, such as local infrastructure (Bogart 2011) and foreign trading

rights (Jha 2015). It is in these assets that investment boomed in volume and value after the

Glorious Revolution. Significantly, in the years following the Glorious Revolution, both the

number and the capitalization of joint-stock companies in England jumped up (Scott 1912, I:

439); likewise, public debt increased rapidly and substantially, signifying a lower perceived

risk of expropriation (Harris 2009). On this debate, see also Epstein (2000) and O’Brien

(2003).
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The fluctuating capital of the EIC (Figure 5) was exposed to both un-
certain renewals at each deadline and investors’ demands for rapid profit
distributions. The transition to an independent corporate entity took place
after 1657, when the EIC was granted permanent capital.

Figure 6 compares the dividends paid to investors in England and the
Dutch Republic. Up to 1608, pre-VOC Dutch companies had paid an
estimated 21 million guilders in dividends, a vast amount roughly com-
parable to total EIC profits during its first 20 years. Thus, the rapid return
of capital was standard in Dutch as well as London markets. In contrast,
and surprisingly given its scale of operations, the VOC paid out relatively
little during its first 30 years, consistently less than the EIC, because it
reinvested at a high rate, ensuring faster growth and a larger market share.

By contrast, the EIC structure committed directors to pay out from
cashflow rapidly to investors, the result of the shorter maturity of its
equity (including dividends promised), the influence granted to investors,
and the limited managerial discretion in its charter. Interestingly, the EIC
and the VOC data cross around the time the EIC gained permanent cap-
ital, evidencing a sharp change in reinvestment policy.

Access to debt also differed between the two companies. The VOC
could borrow at a lower, and decreasing, interest rate and it did so in-
creasingly. Its interest rates fell after the VOC equity became permanent,
even though borrowing accelerated. Debt rose again after 1623, when
directors obtained limited liability (Figure 7). The EIC raised a smaller
amount of funds through debt and may have faced a higher interest rate
(see Figure 8). As the EIC struggled to finance operations in 1628 it had to
borrow abroad, including in Amsterdam (Chaudhury 1965: 219–20). After
1657, the EIC replicated the strategy that the VOC had adopted almost 50

Figure 5. Equity Paid in, 1600–1700 (guilders).

Source: Scott (1912); Chaudhuri (1965); de Korte (1984); Gelderblom et al. (2013: Online

Appendix).
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years earlier, leveraging up its now stable equity structure to fund a sharp
acceleration in investment.

4.4 Expropriation Risk

The reluctance of London merchants to invest long-term reflected limited
trust in the English monarch’s attitude. Queen Elizabeth’s successor, King
James I, granted charters to competing expeditions in 1601 and 1607, with
an extension in 1609, in blatant disregard of the EIC charter (Scott 1912:
97–100). A similar cavalier attitude manifested itself as concerns the

Figure 7. Debt 1600–1700 (guilders).

Source: Scott (1912: 91–113); Chaudhuri (1965); de Korte (1984); Gelderblom et al.

(2013: Online Appendix).

Figure 6. Cumulative Dividends 1596–1676 (guilders).

Source: Scott (1912, 91–113); Chaudhuri (1965: 207–23); Gelderblom (2009); Gelderblom

et al. (2013: Online Appendix).
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enforcement of the EIC monopoly vis-à-vis private traders. Figure 9 de-
picts the number of interlopers for the EIC and the VOC.

The evidence suggests that, during the first half of the 17th century, the
EIC faced a serious problem with political shifts leading to public and
private monopoly infringements. The associated expropriation risk lasted
until the Civil War. By contrast, the VOC could fight off the few instances
in which individual traders challenged its monopoly. In fact, the VOC was
able to undermine even a legitimate competitor who travelled via a west-
bound route to Asia, which was not covered by the monopoly (see Section
3.2.3). Even though the VOC ultimately lost in court, the lengthy litigation
experience discouraged further attempts to test its monopoly.

4.5 Long-Term Capital and Long-Term Investment

The different equity structure of the two companies produced markedly
different investment strategies. The VOC invested more than the EIC, but
also differently, allocating substantially more resources into infrastruc-
tural investment. Quite contrary to the tradition of trading partnerships
investing only in circulating assets, success during the early stages of the
Asian trade required investment in circulating and fixed capital well in
excess of short-term revenues. While the EIC at first pursued a rapid
capital return cycle by promising dividends immediately upon return,
the VOC soon engaged in systematic military spending, initially focusing
on attacking Portuguese strongholds. Jan Pietersz Coen developed a two-
pronged strategy of establishing control over access to the Spice Islands in
the Moluccas and building up a naval force to patrol the sea-lanes in the
archipelago.

Once a central, fortified hub was established at Batavia in 1619, Coen
directed the VOC’s military efforts towards protecting the key routes to

Figure 8. Interest Rates 1600–1700.

Source: Scott (1912: 91-113); Chaudhuri (1965); de Korte (1984); Gelderblom et al. (2013:

Online Appendix).
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the Moluccas, China, and Japan. None of the company’s rivals came to
muster comparable forces; by the early 1630s the Dutch were master over
the Indonesian archipelago. By the end of the 1650s the EIC started tar-
geting India (Witteveen 2011), until then comparatively neglected. The
Dutch sought to thwart English expansion even there by building several
strongholds. It took several decades for the English to gain a clear pre-
eminence in the region.

EIC officials regarded in so many words the VOC approach to expand
the infrastructure overseas as a model to follow (Stern 2011: 19–21). Yet
the EIC’s frequent need to liquidate assets so as to pay shareholders
created both a common-pool and a hold-up problem that stood in the
way of long-term investment. As each individual voyage, and subse-
quently each joint-stock, was a separate enterprise with its own set of
investors, any investment also benefited subsequent expeditions.
Liquidation required selling remote assets to a new monopolistic venture,
which also created a holdup problem and discouraged long-term invest-
ment. In contrast, the gains from VOC investments fully accrued to VOC
investors. Figure 10 shows the massive scale of VOC investment in Asian
assets. Importantly, the graph shows how the EIC investment jumped only
after the Civil War, to reach a level comparable with the VOC once its
capital had been consolidated.

Both companies needed to station ships in Asia with the task of provid-
ing security for the trading fleets and operating a network of inter-Asian
trade. The VOC soon operated a much larger Asian fleet with an impres-
sive record of over 100 ships around the 1660s (Figure 3). Until then the
EIC was unable to maintain a comparable fleet. Figure 11 confirms how
the VOC advantage was more pronounced in the Asian fleet. In the ab-
sence of fixed outposts, EIC ships were required to remain longer in Asia
to secure the route, resulting in slower return voyages (Figure 12).

Figure 9. Interlopers 1600–1700 (number of incidents).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Steensgaard (1982).
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The rapid expansion in the EIC fleet size around the time of the Glorious
Revolution again offers evidence supporting our interpretation.

5. Conclusions

A fundamental legal innovation took place in the early 17th century, when
what we now understand as corporate personhood became consolidated
with the capital commitment achieved by the Dutch East India Company.

Figure 11. Ratio of EIC to VOC ships 1600–1700.

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).

Figure 10. Assets 1600–1700 (guilders).

Source: Scott (1912); Chaudhuri (1965); de Korte (1984); Gelderblom et al. (2013: Online

Appendix); National Archives The Hague, 1.11.01.01 (Aanwinsten Eerste Afdeling), Inv.

Nr. 255.
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We frame this advance in the context of earlier legal evolutions, and de-
scribe in detail how it came to emerge gradually at a critical historical
juncture in the European race for South-East Asian trade.

Capital commitment implied a major step for investors, as they agreed
to relinquish a fundamental individual legal right of withdrawal at will in
order to create a long-term investment perspective. While it created the
modern corporate governance conflict between owners and managers,
capital lock-in enabled the VOC to gain a vast advantage in the Asia
trade that would last many decades. Its emergence in the Dutch
Republic ahead of its competitors was due to its limited form of govern-
ment, which reduced the risk of expropriation by the political power.
While other European countries were enticed by the enormous prospects
of the Asian trade, it took them decades to be equally able to create large,
permanent trading corporations. The English EIC continued to operate
on short- and medium-term capital for half a century. Permanent capital
was introduced only after the Civil War, when the arbitrary power of the
crown was put under substantial parliamentary control.

There is evidence of a feedback loop between the development of the
corporate form and the subsequent strengthening of private property rights.
Acemoglu et al. (2005) show how access to colonial trade reinforced pro-
tection of property rights in societies with less autocratic institutions, as it
strengthened trading interests over traditional elites. Joint-stock companies
enabled any investor to take advantage of the new opportunities, support-
ing a broader coalition in favor of protecting the value of overseas invest-
ments. Jha (2015) presents unique empirical evidence that confirms how the
development of joint stock companies influenced political support for par-
liamentary rule. By matching data on members of the English parliament

Figure 12. Average Duration of Return Voyages 1600–1640 (years).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).
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with the EIC shareholder registers, he shows that shareholdings made in-

dividual members of Parliament more likely to favor Parliament in its

struggle with the king, even after controlling for their status as noblemen

or landowners.
By contrast, in countries when the gains from colonial trade went to the

monarch or an aristocratic elite, such as in Spain or Portugal, they may

have undermined the emergence of new economic subjects (Acemoglu et

al. 2005). The Ottoman Empire, which ruled over the traditional land

routes to the Far East replaced by the new Atlantic routes, suffered a

significant economic loss, which may have contributed to undermine pri-

vate initiatives to pool private capital. Kuran (2011) has argued that the

failure to develop the corporate form had lasting economic effects on the

region. Since their livelihood depended on the same land routes passing

through the Ottoman Empire, also the Italian city-states such as Venice

and Genoa suffered a significant economic loss, and went into secular

decline. More generally, Mediterranean trading ports were not well pos-

itioned to take advantage of the new trade routes.
The corporate form was slowly adopted in other countries as their pol-

itical institutions evolved. Yet, it remained a privilege granted by the state

ad hoc to specific companies until the end of the 18th century, when gen-

eral incorporation statutes began to spread (Lamoreaux and Rosenthal

2006: 127). Data on the United States show that, as local suffrage broa-

dened and states needed to attract population and capital (Keyssar 2000),

they were pushed to improve access to finance and relax restrictions on

banking, credit, and incorporation (Butler 1985; Carney 1997; Benmelech

and Moskowitz 2010; Rajan and Ramcharam 2011; Perotti 2014). By the

end of the 19th century most western countries had moved to a parlia-

mentary system with broader suffrage and the use of the corporate form

had become broadly available (Harris 2000: 277–85; Guinnane et al.

2007).
The corporate form is now the foundation of the modern market econ-

omy. Its benefits are well appreciated: permanent capital grants an au-

tonomous and indefinite life, and a capacity for long-term investment.

This development in turn called for the open tradability of ownership

claims and for limited liability, both essential for the development of

modern financial markets.
While in western democracies the risk of expropriation is generally low,

our analysis can shed light on the development of business institutions in

developing countries or countries that recently underwent a process of

democratization. In those cases we might observe a discontinuous drop

in expropriation risk similar to the one we document in the 17th century.

Our analysis also relates to the active debate on short-termism versus

long-termism in modern corporate governance scholarship. In a loose

sense, our analysis points to the inherent long-term attitude of the corpor-

ate form.
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As for any major innovation, the full corporate status has had signifi-

cant side effects, such as the emergence of the modern corporate govern-

ance conflicts. The creation of risk-shifting incentives associated with

limited liability has also become very visible in default, and not least in

the recent financial crises. These structural consequences highlight the

significance of the transition achieved by its emergence.
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Appendix

Datasets and Data Limitations

Even though a large part of the business administration of the VOC in the

first half of the 17th century has not survived, historians have been able to

reconstruct the company’s business operations in considerable detail. For

this article we have collated previously collected evidence on the com-

pany’s shipping operations (Bruijn et al. 1979–1987), personnel (De

Vries 2003), and sales since 1642 (de Korte 1984). For individual years

we drew additional information on sales fromGlamann (1981) and from a

private memo written by one of the company directors in 1618 (National

Archives NA 1.11.01.01 (Aanwinsten Eerste Afdeling), Inv. Nr 255, fol.

7879)We have also used data from a previous reconstruction of the VOC’s

finances in the first 20 years of its existence (Gelderblom et al. 2013, Online

Appendix).
Nothing survives of the detailed accounts kept by the EIC from its

creation in 1600 (Chaudhuri 1965: 208). The ledgers with capital subscrip-

tions and dividend payments are no longer available, nor do we have at

our disposal the accounts of the treasurers, who kept cash receipts, loan

issues, interest payments and loan redemptions. Furthermore, we know

next to nothing about expenditures on ships and personnel sent to Asia, or

the financial flows within Asia in the first half of the 17th century. All that

remains are three partial tabulations of capital investments, dividend pay-

ments, and incidental loans and stock prices for various years in this

period. Chaudhuri (1965), and Scott (1912) before him, have turned

these documents into tractable overviews of revenues and spending,

albeit without the level of detail available for the VOC in this period.

For our reconstruction of EIC shipping we have appended Chaudhuri’s

overview with shipping data from the company’s Court Minutes, edited by

Sainsbury and Foster (1907–1938).We converted pounds sterling into

guilders at the actual exchange rate for the years concerned on the basis

of Jansen (1645) (Courtesy Marcel van der Beek of the former Dutch

Money Museum).

European Competitors

Figures A1, A2 and A3 illustrate the performance of the VOC as com-

pared with its European competitors. The data on tonnage and personnel

clearly shows that the VOC dominated the Asian trade by a large margin,

outperforming all of its competitors taken together.
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Figure A2. Personnel sent from Europe to Asia, 1600–1690 (number of people onboard).

Source: De Vries (2003: 69–70).

Figure A1. Tonnage of ships sent from Europe to Asia, 1600–1690 (tons).

Source: De Vries 2003.
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The Effects of a more Efficient Organizational Model

The relative strength of the EIC and VOC in the first part of the 17th

century can be appreciated by comparing English and Dutch employment

and investment in ships sailing to Asia. Figure A4 and Figure A5 show

that the Dutch rapidly pulled ahead of the English. The Dutch invested 14

million guilders between 1600 and 1607, against 2.2 million guilders for the

EIC. After some difficult years the Dutch invested 12.4 million guilders in

seven fleets sailing between 1610 and 1616.36

Direct evidence of the commercial competition in this period comes

from correspondence of VOC directors with its Asian governors. Coen

reported closely on English fleet movements and skirmishes with VOC

vessels (Colenbrander 1934: 45, 65, 69–70, 93–94, 117, 132, 139–43,

152–53). Coen’s greatest concern was that whereas the VOC used a con-

siderable part of its ships, crews, and silver for military operations, the

English used the bulk of their resources to buy as many spices as possible

to dispatch to Europe (Colenbrander 1934: 79). Coen observed that the

English were free-riding on Dutch military efforts to secure the area and

inspired a major policy change, visible in Figure A4. From 1616, the VOC

sent out larger fleets with more silver to buy up spices ahead of the English

(Colenbrander 1934: 69, 93, 149; Gelderblom et al. 2013). The speed and

scale of this strategic shift clearly depended on the sustained capital

commitment.

Figure A3. Personnel sent from Europe to Asia, 1600–1790 (number of people on board).

Source: De Vries (2003: 69–70).

36. In 1608 prospective shareholders were unwilling to advance their money for the equip-

ment of a new fleet, hence the EIC had to borrow to start preparations (Scott 1912: 100).
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In contrast, the initial EIC subscriptions were very profitable—each of

the six fleets sailing between 1610 and 1612 turned a profit between 50%

and 200%—but too short (Chaudhury 1965). In the attempt to increase

the scale of operations, in 1613 the First Joint-Stock raised a capital of 4.2

Figure A5. Cumulative difference of Dutch and English investments in ships sailing to

Asia, 1600–1621 (guilders).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).

Figure A4. Dutch and English investments in ships sailing to Asia, 1600–1621 (guilders).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).
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million guilders for four subsequent voyages and, following its good re-

sults, the Second Joint-Stock planned investments of 2 million guilders per

year between 1617 and 1625. But that was not enough; the VOC had

already moved to permanent capital and was able to invest on average

3.5 million guilders a year after 1617, outspending and outgunning the

Figure A6. Ships, 1600–1700 (number of ships).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).

Figure A7. Tonnage, 1600–1700 (tons).

Source: van Dam (1927); Chaudhuri (1965; 1993); Bruijn et al. (1979–1987); Steensgaard

(1982).
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EIC. The conquest of Bantam, the creation of Batavia in 1619 and the

seizure of key ports enabled to build a local trading network, and intra-

Asian sales over time helped finance European purchases.
The following figures emphasize the effectiveness of the VOC organiza-

tional model with respect to ships (Figure A6), tonnage (Figure A7), and

personnel (Figure A8) travelling to and from Asia, and the level of sales

(Figure A9).

Figure A8. Personnel, 1600–1700 (number of people onboard).

Source: De Vries (2003: 69–70).

Figure A9. Sales, 1600–1700 (guilders).

Source: Chaudhuri (1978); de Korte (1984); Gelderblom et al. (2013: Online Appendix).
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